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In this document you will find some brief information on the show LEK (the Dutch word for leak or
leaky) that is currently in the making. LEK is a music theatre performance by music theatre group
BOT, director Vincent de Rooij and production company productiehuis Oost-Nederland (ON).
After the international success of previous show RAMKOERS we're substantively taking the next step
with LEK, a completely different but equally impressive performance. LEK will be touring from spring
2017 and is available for international theatres and festivals.

About LEK
Fill up the glasses! As long as the bottom of your glass is not in sight, you're fine. Life should be a
party with ear splitting trumpet blare and everlasting confetti fields. But even though you don't want
to know: from the corner of your eye an unavoidable brick wall emerges and at some point you will
hit it... What if the music stops and you're suddenly full force facing the concrete?
Music theatre group BOT pulls you in to exactly that moment. What do you do when the sense of
finitude first settles in your head? If the leak is finally too great to seal, which ballast will you
discharge first?
What do you actually need to be happy?
LEK is an astonishing show about lust for life and the fear of transience. Right in the unstoppable
process of decay BOT ventures into the quest for what really matters. For your eyes an antique cello
with auxiliary motor plays her last halting serenade, graceful and fragile like an old lady. But even
though it is frighteningly silent all around you, in your head it is buzzing louder than ever. In LEK you
have no choice but to completely immerse yourself and face the confrontation yourself. Raw and
intense music theatre of the most inventive kind.
BOT on the Oerol festival with their previous show RAMKOERS:

More information
Website
Facebook
Youtube trailer

http://botspeeltlek.nl/
https://www.facebook.com/wijzijnbot
https://youtu.be/mVQrF8ywfUg

Practical information
Title
LEK
Genre
Visual music theatre
Duur voorstelling
Approximately 50 minutes
Capacity
Approximately 200 - 250 people

Type of venues
- (Theatre) festivals
- Theatres
Following RAMKOERS
LEK continues where our previous show RAMKOERS
left off. On one hand it is a logical continuation of a
successful tour, on the other hand it is a substantive
step for BOT. Where RAMKOERS was all about the
extrovert, in LEK BOT explores the introverted side of
major themes.

Contact
Productiehuis Oost-Nederland
Linde Legat (bookings)
E
bot@oninternet.nl
T
+31 683901312

Imke Loeffen (publicity)
E
imke@oninternet.nl
T
+31 570 600177

LEK abroad
The visual language of LEK is accessible for all, and so is the music. With very basic means BOT
triggers people to really get involved. The combination of intriguing visuals, physical performance
and strong compositions stand out, regardless of text. That is why BOT chooses to bring their work as
authentically as anywhere: in Dutch. Lyrics are relevant as an associative storyline, but are not
essential in tying the show together. If there’s a wish to make an extra effort towards the audience
this is always an option, for example we can work with hand outs.
The show is created with Vincent de Rooij as director, former director of Dogtroep. The language of
BOT in a way comparable to Dogtroep: we handle objects like puppeteers, a ‘thing’ is never just a
thing but an intriguing character in itself. A language a very broad audience of all ages can relate to.
LEK is staged at music, theatre and art festivals as a site specific show. It is mainly performed in non
theatre venues but can also be played in theatres: what we require is enough silence to play with
acoustic details and enough space to accommodate a large audience.
There is a technical rider available on demand. Please contact us and we will send it to you by mail or
e-mail.

The makers
LEK is a Dutch production made by musical theatre company BOT, director Vincent de
Rooij (Dogtroep) and production company productiehuis Oost-Nederland (part of De Nieuwe Oost).
BOT is a musical theatrical quartet consisting of Geert Jonkers,
Tomas Postema, Job van Gorkum and Doan Hendriks. The group
relativizes the issues of everyday life in uncluttered songs. The
performances are a combination of raw poetry, abrasive humor,
clattering instruments and physical labor. This makes the work of
BOT into a genre on its own, with a language that is understood
throughout Europe. After the international success show
RAMKOERS, BOT is now going next level with LEK.
> www.wijzijnbot.nl
> Facebook

Vincent de Rooij a theatre-maker and visual artist. As a director and player he was
involved in a large number of performances by the ground breaking Dutch theater
group Dogtroep and now he tours with his own performances at festivals. The
nature of his work is often absurd, poetic, dramatic and contains a lot of humor.
Previously, he also directed some of the editions of the series Het Geluid Van (The
Sound Of) in which he and BOT made location specific performances in exceptional
buildings.
> www.vincentderooij.nl

The works of BOT are co created, produced and managed by productiehuis Oost-Nederland
(production company of the eastern Netherlands, short: ON). ON creates, produces and sells all sorts
of cultural productions. Within these productions pop culture is the starting point and 'ONusual stuff
for normal people' is the motto. As a production partner for BOT, they bring the extensive expertise
to preproduce and run a touring show abroad. ON is part of De Nieuwe Oost, a collaboration of
production companies that operate in theatre, dance, literature and pop music.
> www.oninternet.nl
> www.denieuweoost.nl
> Facebook

Recent work
RAMKOERS
In 2014 BOT made RAMKOERS, a touring show for the festival circuit in collaboration with
productiehuis Oost-Nederland. A performance about the willingness to take risks in times of crisis,
directed by Vincent de Rooij. A spectacular performance with big machinery and delicate songs.
What starts with nothing but an empty floor, turns out to be an energy boost. The show is a visual
and musical adventure, based on heart-warming compositions, a good sense of humor and a
continuous feeling of insecurity. A straight-forward experience without any moralistic hoohaa in
which the performers face a recognizable struggle to make something out of nothing. RAMKOERS
received four stars in Dutch paper the Volkskrant, got many excellent reviews by (inter)national press
and was declared as festival hit and audience favorite at many venues.
“BOT is a forceful and energetic blast, launched straight into the audience' face”
- De Volkskrant (****)

“Incredible, fantastic. This was their first outing in the UK, but If they don’t rapidly find their way
onto a Glastonbury stage I’ll be most surprised.”
- Stagetalk Magazine (UK)
“The actors are anything but presumptuous, have no need to assume air or be quasiphilosophical. They make unvarnished, intense and abundant musical theatre”
– Theaterkrant (***)
“The show builds masterfully, with the machinery becoming ever more elaborate and spectacular,
so that you can’t help but exclaim out loud with pleasure and surprise.”
- Total Theatre (UK)
RAMKOERS played 77 times at various festivals in the Netherlands (Oerol, Deventer op Stelten, Over
't IJ, Festival Mundial) and featured in the program of several European festivals (Nürnberg, Bristol,
Tallinn, Magdeburg and Charleville -Mezieres). Due to ongoing interest RAMKOERS continued to play
at international festivals in 2016. In total RAMKOERS attracted over 15.000 visitors.
2014
16 - 18 may
28 - 29 june
11 - 13 july
23 - 24 august
6 - 7 september

Karavaan Festival, Zandvoort (NL)
Festival Mundial (NL)
Deventer Op Stelten, Deventer (NL)
Limburg Festvial, Limburg (NL)
Stadsfestival, Zwolle (NL)

2015
25 april
9 may
14 - 17 may
9 - 12 july
30 august - 1 september
24 september
25 - 26 september
10 - 12 december

Herberg de Pol, Diepenheim (NL)
Figurentheater-festival, Nurnberg (DE)
H80 Festival, Arnhem (NL)
Over Het IJ Festival, Amsterdam (NL)
Bristol Festival of Puppetry, Bristol (UK)
Cultuurprijs Overijssel, Deventer (NL)
Festival Mondial des Theatres de Marionettes (FR)
Winter Oerol, Terschelling (NL)

2016
4 june
10 - 19 june
26 june
25 august - 4 september
8 october

TREFF Festival, Tallinn (EST)
Oerol, Terschelling (NL)
Puppentheater, Magdeburg (DE)
Vis à Vis ontvangt: BOT, Almere (NL)
Puppet International, Meppel (NL)

RAMKOERS | quotes by promoters
Joop Mulder, Oerol Festival (NL):
“Crazy inventors who perform musical theatre in a beautiful and figurative way. A real gift to our
audience!”
Hein te Riele, Deventer Op Stelten (NL):
“Our emphasis lies on being an international stage for extraordinary theatrical productions, that
distinguishes itself by a particular vision and sound. BOT especially lived up to these expectations with
RAMKOERS.”

Gerti Köhn, Internationales Figurentheaterfestival Erlangen, Fürth, Nürnberg, Schwabach (DE):
“The audience was very enthusiastic, gave standing ovations because of lots of unexpected effects
that are worked out fine and exact. The opulent construction of the instruments was so extravagant
and charming.”
RAMKOERS | quotes from the guest book
"Wow, great, smashing and moving, beautiful and dynamic. Wonderful!"
"Super cool! The Cirque du Soleil of music"
"I can't believe my eyes and ears"
"I'm blown away, really fantastic!"
"All these different emotions, tranquility, violence and power. Super!"
"Great lo-fi feast for the senses"
RAMKOERS | more information
Website
Facebook

http://botspeeltramkoers.nl/
https://www.facebook.com/wijzijnbot

Audience response
Fragments of the show
On Dutch television
Youtube trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cs3TD9U6IMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6U1KCtN-BXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Jzg_UlCbIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duD7iUamobw

